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Toledo, OH – The Ohio regional office of In-Office Pathology, LLC will be relocating to
Woodstock, Georgia. Contact information will be released after 1/10/2015. IOP
corporate headquarters remain in Lake Forest, IL.
Pat Kalish, VP of Corporate Communications, commented, “After reviewing
demographic data indicating population shifts South and West, we decided to go
where the people and their businesses are going. Atlanta is the business hub of the
South and is the perfect location to set up shop in the South. It has a premier airport,
outstanding telecommunications and a very favorable and pro-business climate. Our
other potential choice was Austin, TX.”
Bernie Ness IOP Co-founder continued, “We have recently signed agreements with
several southern based specialty practices and private pathology groups. We see this
trend continuing for the near future and beyond. We also have a consulting
agreement with a Atlanta based pathologist so the move there was an easy one.
IOP has also seen a dramatic increase in the number of agreements signed in the
South this past year. The principals of IOP decided it was in their best interest to
relocate either south or west to stay relevant in the marketplace.
Bernie continued, “After 10 years operating in Toledo, Ohio, we had to make this
move for the continued success and expansion of the company. These critical factors
will continue to be rewarded going forward by our relocation.”
IOP guides specialty physicians in establishing their own compliant in-office pathology
laboratories. For more information call 800.280.3785, or email iopath@bex.net visit
our website at www.IOPathology.com. We are also on Twitter and Facebook.
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